We study the inflation via logarithmic entropy-corrected holographic dark energy LECHDE model with future event horizon, particle horizon and Hubble horizon cut-offs, and compare the results with those of obtained in the study of inflation by holographic dark energy HDE model. In comparison, the spectrum of primordial scalar power spectrum in the LECHDE model becomes redder than the spectrum in HDE model. Moreover, the consistency with the observational data in LECHDE model of inflation, constrains the reheating temperature and Hubble parameter by one parameter of holographic dark energy and two new parameters of logarithmic corrections.
I. INTRODUCTION
The recent cosmological and astrophysical data from Cosmic Microwave Background radiation (CMB), the observations type Ia supernovae and Large Scale Structure (LSS) persuasive express that the universe experiences an accelerated expansion phase [1] . The accelerated expansion phase is derived by a energy component with negative pressure so called dark energy (DE) . The most simple candidate for dark energy is the cosmological constant, Λ. However, the cosmological constant candidate suffers from the fine-tuning and the cosmic coincidence problems [2, 3] . Therefore, cosmologists suggested some different models for DE including tachyon, quintessence, phantom, k-essence, chaplygin gas, holographic and new agegraphic models [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
The holographic dark energy model HDE is one of the models of quantum gravity. This model, based on the holographic principle, was proposed in Ref. [11] by introducing the following energy density
where c is a numerical constant to be determined by observational data. L and M P are the cut-off radius and the reduced Planck mass, respectively. The Bekenstein-Hawking entropy S BH = A 4G which is satisfied on the horizon, plays a fundamental role in the HDE model [12] . In fact, A ∼ L 2 is the area of horizon and since the holographic dark energy model is related to the area law of entropy, therefore any correction to the area law of entropy will modify the energy density of the HDE model. One correction to the area law of entropy is the logarithmic correction [13] 
Hereα andβ are dimensionless constants. The correction terms play a fundamental role in the early time inflation and late-time acceleration of the universe [14] . The corresponding modified energy density of the Logarithmic Entropy-Corrected Holographic Dark Energy (LECHDE ) model has expressed by Wei [15] 
where α and β are dimensionless constants. In Eq. (3), the second and third terms are comparable to the first term when L takes a very small amount. This means that the correction terms are important in early universe and when the universe becomes large, the second and third terms are ignorable and the logarithmic entropy-corrected holographic dark energy model reduces to the ordinary holographic dark energy model. The fractional energy density of LECHDE is given by
The holographic dark energy model was introduced to account for the present acceleration of the universe at low energy scale. However, by imposing the quantum gravity corrections to this model which led to LECHDE model we are inevitably concerned with high energy state of the universe, namely inflation. Inflation is the principal theoretical framework which describes the very early universe. In this work our aim is to study the effect of logarithmic entropy-corrected holographic dark energy model on the inflation and the Cosmic Microwave Background spectrum (CMB).
We emphasize that the study of holographic dark energy model, considering the cosmological constant problem, leads to the fact that the Hubble horizon and particle horizon cut-offs contradict observations, and only the one with the future event horizon cut-off is consistent with observations [6] . However, for the sake of generality, in this work we intend to study the inflation with logarithmic entropy-corrected holographic dark energy model considering the future event horizon, particle horizon and Hubble horizon cut-offs.
II. INFLATION AND PERTURBATIONAL ANALYSIS
In this section we study the inflation derived by a single minimally coupled inflaton field. The energy density of inflaton field is given by [16] 
where ϕ is the inflaton field and V (ϕ) is the inflaton potential. For simplicity, we assume that the inflaton field does not couple to the logarithmic entropy-corrected holographic dark energy. Therefore, we can write the equation of motion of the inflaton field, without affecting by the existence of the logarithmic entropycorrected holographic dark energy, asφ
where V ϕ = dV dϕ . Moreover, we consider the slow-roll conditions [16] δ ≡ −φ Hφ , |δ| 1,
We assume that the reheating period occurs immediately after the inflation period. So, the number of e-folding is given by [17] N COBE = 62 − ln 10 16 GeV
where T reh is the reheating temperature and V end is the potential corresponding to the end of inflation. Moreover, we assume that the reheating period is short enough and the primary value of ρ ΛCOBE is given by [16] ρ ΛCOBE = 1.2 × 10 −9
T reh 10 16 GeV
We remind our assumption that the LECHDE is not coupled to the inflaton field so that the equation of motion of the inflaton field is not affected by the existence of the logarithmic entropy-corrected holographic dark energy. Moreover, we ignore any possible perturbations connected to the LECHDE model. Therefore, the standard perturbation equations remain unchanged [19] .
We know that the perturbation of the longitudinal gauge metric is described as follows [16] 
where φ is the scalar field in the perturbed metric and τ is the conformal time. Using the equation of motion of the inflaton field (6) and the standard perturbation equations [19] , the diagonized equation for φ in the longitudinal gauge can be obtained as follows [16] 
Now, we suppose [16] 
Then, using Eq. (12) and (13), one can obtain [16] 
where
Since in this paper we have considered the presence of the non-perturbative logarithmic entropy-corrected holographic dark energy model during the inflation, the comoving curvature perturbation is no longer conserved. This is due to the fact that the logarithmic entropy-corrected holographic dark energy does not fluctuate while the inflaton field fluctuates, hence the perturbation is not adiabatic. However, we can apply a nearly conserved quantity [16] . Using a general differential equation with two small parameters 1 and 2 , we have [20] φ
One can show that the following quantity is nearly conserved [20] 
where B is the constant value. The power spectrum of R is given by [20] 
where k = aH. Also, the spectral index is defined as follows [16] 
III. LECHDE MODEL WITH FUTURE EVENT HORIZON CUT-OFF IN INFLATION
In this section, we investigate the evolution of the logarithmic entropy-corrected holographic dark energy model with the future event horizon cut-off in the inflation. The future event horizon cut-off is given by
Taking time derivative of Eq. (20) and using Eq. (20) one can obtaiṅ
Now, using Eq. (3) and L = R h we have
We can rewrite Eq. (22) as follows
Using Eq. (23) and inserting in Eq. (4), we have
In the flat FRW universe, using Eqs. (5) and (23) for the inflation model and the LECHDE model with the future event horizon cut-off, the Friedmann equation is given by
Taking time derivative of Eq. (26) and using Eqs. (6), (21) and (23), leads to
Using Eqs. (25), (26) and the slow-roll conditions, we can obtain the Friedmann equation as follows
Taking time derivative Eq. (4) and using Eqs. (4), (21), (23), (24), (27), (28) and the slow-roll conditions, we obtain the following differential equation
where, the prime denotes the derivative with respect to x = ln(a) and a is the scale factor. Now, by assuming
and inserting in Eq. (29), we obtain This equation has not an analytic solution, however we have plotted numerically the evolution of Ω Λ with respect to the scale factor for the logarithmic entropy-corrected holographic dark energy model with the future event horizon cut-off and the ordinary holographic dark energy model HDE with c = 0.8, 1, 1.2 [16] , [18] in the figure (1) . Note that if α = β = 0 and γ µ = 1, then Eq. (30) will reduce to Eq. (9) in Ref [16] and this means that the LECHDE model will reduce to the HDE model.
In this figure, we can see that the evolution of Ω Λ with respect to the scale factor for the LECHDE model with c = 0.8, 1, 1.2 is faster than the evolution of Ω Λ with respect to the scale factor for the HDE model. In the figure (2), we have plotted the evolution of Ω Λ with respect to x = ln(a) for the logarithmic entropycorrected holographic dark energy model for different values of c = 0.8, 1, 1.2 [18] . We have neglected the change of the inflaton energy density in time for simplicity. We see that as c increases, the energy density Ω Λ becomes more dominated at earlier times.
FIG. 2:
The evolution of Ω Λ with respect to x = ln(a) for the LECHDE model with the future event horizon cut-off. The dashed, dotted and thick lines represent the LECHDE model for c = 0.8, 1, 1.2, respectively. Here, neither a nor Ω Λ are not normalized to a 0 = 1 and 0 < Ω Λ < 1. The normalization is chosen for numerical convenience. For simplicity, the inflaton energy density is assumed to be constant.
Using Eqs. (10) and (23), we obtain
Note that if γ µ = 1, then Eq. (31) will reduce to Eq. (14) in Ref [16] . Also, using Eqs. (7), (8), (12), (15), (16), (17), (27) and (28), we obtain
where t LS is the time of the Last Scattering Surface. Using (18) and (32), we also obtain
Finally, using Eqs. (7), (8), (15), (19) , (27) and (28), we find
If α = β = 0 and γ µ = 1, then Eqs. (32), (33) and (34) will reduce to Eqs. (20), (21) and (22), respectively in Ref [16] . Now, we derive the corrections to the spectral index produced by the logarithmic entropy-corrected holographic dark energy with the future event horizon cut-off. The slow roll parameter is given by [16] η ≡ + δ.
Using Eqs. (8), (27) and (28), we have
where 0 is the main contribution in the inflation models without the logarithmic entropy-corrected holographic dark energy. In the above equation, the correction terms are as follows
Using Eqs. (34), (35) and (36), we have
Here the first and second terms are the standard contributions from the single field inflaton models. Also, because of the last term in Eq. (38), we can see that the effect of the LECHDE model with the future event horizon cut-off is to make the spectrum redder than that of the HDE model. Moreover, using the cosmological data [21] (the correction to n s − 1 should be smaller than -0.05), Eq. (25), and the last term in Eq. (38), we obtain a constraint as follows
where x ≡ T reh 10 16 GeV , y ≡ H 10 −4 M P and γ µ is given in terms of x, α, β and c by solving the following equation
The inequality (39) constrains the quantities H, T reh , c, α and β at early universe.
IV. LECHDE MODEL WITH PARTICLE HORIZON CUT-OFF IN INFLATION
The particle horizon cut-off is given by
Taking time derivative of Eq. (41) and using Eq. (41) one can obtaiṅ
Using Eq. (3) and L = R H we have
Also, we can write Eq. (43) as follows
Using Eq. (44) and inserting in Eq. (4), we have
In the flat FRW universe, using Eqs. (5) and (44) for the inflation model and the LECHDE model with the particle horizon cut-off, the Friedmann equation is given by
Taking the time derivative of Eq. (47) and using Eqs. (6), (42) and (44) yields
Using Eqs. (46), (47) and the slow-roll conditions, we obtain the Friedmann equation as follows
Taking time derivative of Eq. (4) and using Eqs. (4), (42), (44), (45), (48), (49) and the slow-roll conditions, we have
Now, we assume V = M 
Similar to the previous case, in the figure (3), we have plotted numerically the evolution of Ω Λ with respect to the scale factor for the logarithmic entropy-corrected holographic dark energy model with the particle horizon cut-off and the ordinary holographic dark energy model HDE with c = 0.8, 1, 1.2 [16] , [18] . Note that if α = β = 0 and γ ν = 1, then Eq. (50) will reduce to Eq. (34) in Ref [16] and this means that the LECHDE model will reduce to the HDE model. In this figure, we can see that unlike the previous case the evolution of Ω Λ with respect to the scale factor for the LECHDE model with c = 0.8, 1, 1.2 is slower than the evolution of Ω Λ with respect to the scale factor for the HDE model. In the figure (4), we have plotted the evolution of Ω Λ with respect to x = ln(a) for the logarithmic entropy-corrected holographic dark energy model with c = 0.8, 1, 1.2 [18] . For simplicity, we have neglected the change of the inflaton energy density with time. We see that as c increases, the energy density Ω Λ becomes more dominated at earlier times. 
FIG. 4:
The evolution Ω Λ respect to x = ln(a) for the LECHDE model with the particle horizon cut-off. The dashed, dotted and thick lines represent the LECHDE model for c = 0.8, 1, 1.2, respectively. Here, neither a nor Ω Λ are not normalized to a 0 = 1 and 0 < Ω Λ < 1. The normalization is chosen for numerical convenience. For simplicity, the inflaton energy density is assumed to be constant.
Using Eqs. (10) and (44), we obtain
Also, using Eqs. (7), (8), (12), (15), (16), (17), (48) and (49), we find
Using (18) and (53) yields
Using Eqs. (7), (8), (15), (19) , (48) and (49), we have
For α = β = 0 and γ ν = 1, Eqs. (53), (54) and (55) will reduce to Eqs. (35), (36) and (37), respectively in Ref [16] . Using Eqs. (8), (48) and (49), we obtain
Using Eqs. (35), (55) and (56), we find
As in the previous case, we can see that the effect of the LECHDE model with the particle horizon cut-off is to make the spectrum redder. Using the cosmological data [21] (the correction to n s − 1 should be smaller than -0.05), Eq. (46), and the last term in Eq. (58), we obtain a constraint as follows
where x ≡ T reh 10 16 GeV , y ≡ H 10 −4 M P and γ ν is given in terms of x, α, β and c by solving the following equation
The inequality (59) constrains the quantities H, T reh , c, α and β at early universe.
V. LECHDE MODEL WITH HUBBLE CUT-OFF IN INFLATION
The hubble cut-off is given by
Using Eqs. (3) and (61) we find
Also, we can write Eq. (62) as follows
Where
Using Eq. (63) and inserting in Eq. (4), we have
In the flat FRW universe, using Eqs. (5) and (63) for the inflation model and the LECHDE model with the Hubble cut-off, the Friedmann equation is given by
Now, taking time derivative of Eq. (64) and using Eq. (64) yieldṡ
Also, taking time derivative of Eq. (66) and using Eqs. (6), (63) and (67) leads to
Using Eqs. (65), (66) and the slow-roll conditions, the Friedmann equation is obtained as follows
Using Eqs. (7), (8), (12), (15), (16), (17), (68) and (69), we obtain
Using (18) and (70), we find
And, using Eqs. (7), (8), (15), (19) , (68) and (69), we have
We assume V = M 
In the Ω Λ −→ 0 limit, Eq. (73) yields
Now in the Ω Λ −→ 0 limit and using Eq. (74), Eqs. (70), (71) and (72) will change as follows
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this work, we have investigated the inflation by logarithmic entropy-corrected holographic dark energy LECHDE model for different cut-offs. We have assumed that the inflaton field does not couple to the logarithmic entropy-corrected holographic dark energy and hence it is not affected by the existence of the logarithmic entropy-corrected holographic dark energy. Also, we have assumed that the LECHDE model depends on the background and it does not create the perturbations. Therefore, the standard perturbation equations remain unchanged. We have also assumed that the reheating period occurs immediately after the inflation period. Considering these assumptions, we have compared our results for the LECHDE model with the results of the HDE model obtained in [16] . We have found that for the future event horizon cut-off (see figure (1) ), the evolution of Ω Λ with respect to the scale factor for the LECHDE model is faster than that of the HDE model. Also, in the evolution of Ω Λ with respect to x = ln(a), we obtained that as c increases, the energy density Ω Λ becomes more dominated at earlier times for the LECHDE model compared with the HDE model. For the particle horizon cut-off (see figure (3) ), we have found that the evolution of Ω Λ with respect to the scale factor for the LECHDE model is slower than that of the HDE model. Also, in the evolution of Ω Λ with respect to x = ln(a), we obtained that as c increases, the energy density Ω Λ becomes more dominated at earlier times for the LECHDE model compared with the HDE model.
We have derived the corrections to the spectral index produced by the LECHDE model with the event future horizon, the particle horizon and the hubble horizon cut-offs, and found that the effect of the LECHDE model for all three cut offs is making the spectrum redder than the HDE model. The requirement of consistency with the observational data in LECHDE model of inflation, constrains the reheating temperature and Hubble parameter by one parameter of holographic dark energy and two new parameters of logarithmic corrections, compared to the HDE model.
